OPENING GAMES.

CEDAR RAPIDS PLAYS BALL WITH O'CONNOR'S COLTS.

Shivering in the wintry blast of a raw, windy day, the S. U. I. base-ball team Tuesday afternoon received their introduction to a cold and unforgiving world. When the game was called at 3:30 o'clock, at least a dozen droopy, downcast faces stretched out in black ‘track of the bats’ and on the benches, with overcoat collars rolled up, trying to look cheerful. Between each inning the crowd ran around the track once or twice to warm up, while the small boys inaugurated a little scrap among themselves.

The unsympathetic weather but added to the pandemonium, accentuating all of novelty—perhaps even of stage fright—while O'Conners Coles played the better part of the game, until they found that the Cedar Rapids boys, in the second and third were here on a little holiday trip, playing a series of games in which the principles of all concerned, including themselves, the visiting team, and the home team. Then it was that the boys grew weary and accepted the inevitable with universal smiles.

The players were favored yesterday by a brighter day and greeted by a large crowd. When the firsts took to bat they found Hart, and managed to get around the diamond, a few times before the inning closed. Our boys then proceeded to go out, hit, bat and order.

In the second, the Leaguer added 3 more to their 6. Then O'Connor's Coles took the bit in their teeth and ran, and kept running till they had scored 4 to their credit. They didn't touch around the diamond again till the seventh inning, when they scored 4 more, and tied the game on the last.

In the third and fourth the visitors rolled around once and twice respectively. Then they got naturally tickled with a couple of hits.

In the seventh they ran down one, and one more in the eight, thus scoring a total 15, and having very halting work in the ninth.

The Cedar Rapids boys have a splendid team, much more than our boys. Every man plays ball in his own position, and their team work is like a running of a clock,—only faster.

The Colts had partially recovered from their stage fright of Tuesday, and upon the whole did some very fair work. Hart is a winner in the box. Of course we have our weak spots. Over at the left side of the diamond there are two or three of them. We haven't a thoroughbred third baseman on the team. The boys have to trade off on this position, so the bats won't all be directed at one player. Then our left fielders, who at times go in for some of the nearer grinders but about where the fielder ‘ought to be,” is something awful. It is hoped that Reynolds will soon be able to play. Then the problem all third base will be solved. How the one in the field will be disposed of is doubtful. Moggars has been spoken of as a promising man for the emergency.

Captain O'Connor says nothing—just keeps still and has a farmers look in the eye. He doesn't want.

O'CONNOR'S COLES

Score by innings:

Cedar Rapids: 6 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 12

O'Connor's: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S. U. I.

Cedar Rapids: 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

O'Connor's: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lowery, J. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

McCluskey, P. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sargent, B. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hart, r. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Yates, B. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Score by innings:

S. U. I.: 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

Following is the summary:

Cedar Rapids: 6 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 12

O'Connor's: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lowery, J. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

McCluskey, P. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sargent, B. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hart, r. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Yates, B. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTALS

13 12 27 14

E. R.

Cedar Rapids: 2 2 3 0 1 0 4 0 2

O'Connor's: 1 1 4 0 0 0 1 0 0

Andrews, s.s. 2 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

Collins, c. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

McCluskey, P. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sargent, B. 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hart, r. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Yates, B. 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Score by innings:

S. U. I.: 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

E. R.

Cedar Rapids: 6 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 12

O'Connor's: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lowery, J. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

McCluskey, P. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sargent, B. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Hart, r. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Yates, B. 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTALS

13 12 27 14

PROFESSIONALS ON CLASS TEAMS.

The U. of M. Daily has this to say of the rule at Michigan University allowing professionals to play on class teams:

"Now that the season for class baseball teams has begun, the question of allowing professionals to play on class teams is being agitated. The feeling is strong all over college that the rule passed last spring allowing professionals to play, was an unjust one, and should be repealed. A professional athlete, formerly a member of another college, says that colleges view with suspicion the rule allowing professionals to play on class teams at Michigan Michigan has made a strong case for legality in athletics, and has often accused other colleges of violating the compact. In regard to intercollege teams, [that certain colleges] have certainly looked wrong when Michigan allows professionals on class teams, which are general features of the ‘Varsity teams.""

STUDENT ATTENTION.

The Success of Outdoors Base Team

Now Depend on the Students of S. U. I.

After great exertion and effort on the part of Manager Skews, the Cedar Rapids team was secured to play a series of practice and exhibition games with S. U. I. Cedar Rapids was obtained at the most reasonable rates imaginable, and it was thought by both Manager Skews and the Advisory Board that even a fair sized audience on the part of the students would meet the expense of bringing the team to Iowa City. At the same time every attending at the games would get value received, and our team could in no other way be so strengthened and trained. No better and more rational plan was ever devised by a manager as S. U. I.

The arrangement has worked admirably in every respect but one—the student body has so far utterly failed to take the least interest in the games. Of course, rules and bad weather has had a detrimental influence, but there is no use in enduring the tramp—the weather now is worse doing our duty. The admission is extremely reasonable, and no one is asked to go out of charity; every student that attends the games is guaranteed his money's worth. All that is asked is that appreciative support from our students to that enthusiastic and freely given in such enterprises by the students of almost every other institution in the country.

If our own students won't support the own enterprises nobody else will.

Athletic Union Notice.

The Athletic Union of the Athlete Union of the Union, Monday evening at 6:30 sharp. The purpose of this meeting is to elect a Treasurer and President for the Fall League association, and to transact current business. Fifty members of the Union are requisite for a quorum, and at this election is important, all members are requested to attend.


Ten college in this country issue a daily paper.

The University of Illinois has just completed a new library building at a cost of $150,000.

Stanford University is to have a new training house for its track team which will cost $1,500.

Two men tied for first in the final ranking in the Wisconsin University local wrestling contest.

Chicago University has six college men on its team, and will make a strong bid for supremacy.

The State University of Minnesota has about 3,000 students, over 500 of whom are in the Law department.

The work in the compulsory course of Freshman gymnastics at Yale has been put on a strong test during the past months, and the scheme has proved itself a very practical one. The work has been done as big as possible, and the results very gratifying to the instructors in charge. The course has been removed of monetary so as to be possible by a change of work every two or three weeks.

Oliver Shirs, of Cornell, who has the arrangements for the Inter-College Championship track and field games in hand, has announced that they will be held at Berkeley Oval on May 28th and 29th. It has been reported that some of the final events to be take place on the first day of the meet. This, however, must be in order, as the by-laws of the Intercollegiate Athletic Association distinctly state that, while preliminary events are to be held on the first day, finalMeetings and as the executive committee of the association has not the power to change the by-laws themselves, the reported change is without import or an oversight on the part of the committee.

Senior Notices.

There will be a meeting of the Senior class at Base Ball Friday, April 22 at 4:20 sharp. Several committees will hold meetings, and any very important business will be transacted. It is desirable that all members of the class that can possibly do so attend this meeting.

J. E. Frearly, Pres.

The final moments of the Hellenic Sages League will be held Monday evening, April 25th at Delta Tau Delta balls. All participants are requested to be present. Ex-Co.

Notice.

The committees on arrangements for the coming tennis tournament desire to call the attention of that which will be provided free for all ladies attending the races next Saturday.

Notices.

The sale of the goods donated by W.O. Oquinn, to the Athletic Union, will be postponed one week on account of the weather. Further notice of sale will be given.

Geo. W. Bloin.

Baconian.

Professor Baconian will read the paper to-morrow evening, subject, "Title by Possession."
Much attempted and little done has too often been the aspiring cry in such a poor unfortunate. A college course should not consist in ruining our physical constitutions, in destroying vigor and rendering us unfit to apply the few facts or powers we may acquire.

Athletic Coat Benefits.

From the number of benefits, donations, etc., that have been given, and are yet to come, it is evident that interest is high in athletic affairs, and needs only to be crystallized in certain ways to bring satisfactory financial returns.

In the different agencies whereby money will be obtained for the Union may be mentioned the benefit which is to be given at Mr. Breland's Hall, April 28. The proceeds of the games played with the Cedar Rapids team this week will also be turned into the Athletic Union's treasury.

The literary societies are also doing their share of the work, and in the near future the Irving's and Eudorians will present a series of fairs, the proceeds of which will be applied to the Union's debt. The proceeds of the tennis tournaments will likewise go to the cause of athletics in the University.

The alumni are responding in a generous, patriotic manner, to the duty of the hour, and their words of encouragement, backed up by handsome donations, mean much to those who are striving to liquidate the debt which hangs over the Union.

The amount raised by these various entertainments depends to a great extent upon the patronage of the students. Only by their help can a sum significant in proportions to raise the money. Every true and loyal friend of the University has now a privilege and a duty to carry him which should not be lightly passed aside.

See our spring suits for $5, $6, $7, and good values up to date—Hoppe & Moore.

6 for 25.
Six shirts for 25¢ at Whittacre's barber shop, 5 doors south of P. O. See E. J. Prince & Co. for everything in the Jewelry line. 106 S. Clinton St.

CANES—CANES.

All kinds at lowest prices. Only good assortment in the city. W. N. W., St. James Arcade Cigar Store.

A Home Run Hit!

"You don't have to run on the track, and you can't be at a hundred yard dash and still be a hundred yard dash." That is why the Century Double-fed Fountain Pen is a Home Run hit! It gives you a double feed every time. It is a lifetime pen. You can't hit it. The CenturyDouble-fed Fountain Pen is used exclusively by the Century. It is the only fountain pen that is made for the home. It is made of solid silver, completely soldered. It is the only fountain pen that is used by lawyers, doctors, engineers, etc. It is the only fountain pen that is sold in the market. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for a dollar. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for a dollar and a half. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for two dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for three dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for five dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for ten dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for fifty dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for one hundred dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for one thousand dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for one million dollars.

The CENTURY is made of the best materials that can be obtained. It is filled with a new gold tip. The Century Dorr is completely soldered with the best materials. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for a dollar. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for a dollar and a half. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for two dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for three dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for five dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for ten dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for fifty dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for one hundred dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for one thousand dollars. It is the only fountain pen that is sold for one million dollars.

BICYCLES, SUNSHADES, HAMMOCRS, TENNIS Rackets, BOXING GLOVES, CATCHERS' MESH LEATHER BALLS AND BASB. DUMB BELLS (Wood or Iron), INDIAN CLUBS, FISHING TACKLE, etc. 25¢ PRICES VARY LOW AT

Parsons & Westcott's

Coast & Easley.
The American Coiffure.

A Striking Contrast

Is observable in the Cash Coupon System in the Laundry Business and the old Credit System.

By paying for your book in advance you receive a liberal discount and you know that your Laundry will be called for and delivered without the least chance of any error being made in charging up the account as in the old system.

Our aim is not to do the cheapest work, but the best work possible, at a reasonable profit.

You must pay for the work some time. Why not at advance it will save you money?

C. O. D. Laundry,
511-315 Es Ave.
KENYON & HAMM. Telephone 167.

Wholesale and Manufacturing Establishments.

W. F. MAIN CO.

JEWELRY.

Western Office and

Furnaces

Cutler College and

Debque Shb.

EASTERN, PROVIDENCE, R I.

J. Price & Co., for everything in the Jewelry line. 106 S.

CANES—CANES.

All kinds at lowest prices. Only good assortment in the city. W. N. W., St. James Arcade Cigar Store.

The Century

Double-fed Fountain Pen

Furnished

CENTURY

Fully Warranted

DONT EXPERIMENT; GET THE BEST IN THE FIRST PLACE
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CENTURY
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 parsons & westcott's

LATEST STYLE HATS AND FURNISHING GOODS AT BLOOM & MAYSERS.
Dr. W. S. HOSFORD,  Dentist.
Office hours 9-12 A.M., 1-5 P.M.
No. 8 N. Clinton St. Newberry Building

Dr. W. DERN, M.D.
Office over First National Bank.
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT.
Consultations free. No. 11 A.M. 4 P.M.
Friday, 9 to 1 P.M.

DR. J. C. SHRADER.
OFFICE NO. 9, CLINTON ST.
Telephone No. Office 87. Residence 46.
IOWA CITY, IOWA.

DR. WALTER L. BIERING.
Office, 246 south Dubuque street.
Leaves office at 9:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Sundays, 10 to 1 P.M.
Residence, 85 K. Iowa Avenue.
Telephone, office and residence, No. 6.

Iowa City
Academy.
Do you wish to enter the University?
Do you wish to succeed?
ATTEND THE ACADEMY.
W. W. WILLIS, Principal.

IOWA CITY
Academy.
Do you wish to enter the University?
Do you wish to succeed?
ATTEND THE ACADEMY.
W. W. WILLIS, Principal.

GET YOUR
FANCY GROCERIES,
Fruits and Vegetables of all kinds.
J. O. EMMONS,
No. 109 East College Street.

Burke's Restaurant
Luncheons at all hours.
Oysters in Every Style.
Board $3.00 per week.

KENT COLLEGE OF LAW
Randall & Ewell, LL.B., M.D.
Full term, August 29. Registration: August 19 and 20.
Applications for admission to the school of law and studentship in the law school can be made during the term.

W. C. WILLIS, Principal.
Office over First National Bank.

A Dandruff Cure
That Never Fails

Coke Dandruff Cure.

New livery Stable
At 314 South Dubuque street, you can get
the best Patrons in the city.

Steam Dye Works,
CLEANING AND DYEING.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

New hats at Bloom & Mayer's.
At Mrs. T. I. Jennings for students' laundry. All goods sold for and returned promptly with full name stamped on goods to avoid any mistakes.

Thos. Metcalf
Has moved his Der Goods Store to 117 College Street.
A fine line of new goods is now on display.

Dr. W. HOPE, Printer.
Office over First National Bank.

OPERA HOUSE
Restaurant.

Ladies new management.
Everything Stanley First Class.
Board $3.00 per week. Student Trade Satisfied.
$5.00 for ten dishes. $10.00 for twenty dishes.
Ice Cream and sundaes served in kind.
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